Books Received

Space limitations do not permit listing or review of general trade books. Publishers are requested to send only reference books and publications in the field of librarianship and related subjects for review in *College and Research Libraries*.

A. G. Matthews’ *Walker Revisited. Supplementary Index of “Intruders” and Others.* (Dr. Williams’s Library. Occasional Papers, 2) Comp. by Charles E. Surman. London: Dr. Williams’s Trust, 1956. 25p. 9s. 9d.


Island Bibliographies. Micronesian Botany, Land Environment and Ecology of Coral Atolls; Vegetation of Tropical Pacific Islands. By Marie-Helene Sachet and F. Raymond Fosberg. Compiled under the auspices of the Pacific Science Board. (Publication 395.) National


Resources for Special Education. Ed. by Merle E. Frampton and Elena D. Gall. Boston: Porter Sargent, 1956. 250p. Cloth, §3.30; paper, §2.20. (Adapted from Special Education for the Exceptional, 3v.)


Special Libraries Directory of Greater New York. Comp. by the Directory Committee of the SLA, New York Chapter. 7th ed. New York, 1956. ($3.00 to SLA Members; $4.00 to non-members. Order from Donald Hotaling, Newsweek, 152 W. 42d St., New York 36, N.Y.)

Summary of Proceedings, Tenth Annual Conference, American Theological Library Association. Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, California, June 20-22, 1956. 92 l. $2. (Mimeographed. May be secured from Alice Dagan, 1670 South Eleventh Avenue, Maywood, Ill.)


ACRL Microcard Series—Abstracts of Titles

Address all orders for ACRL Microcards, whether standing orders or orders for single titles, to the Micropublication Service, University of Rochester Press, Rochester 3, New York.

BRUNER, JOYCE ESTELLA, 1919-


The purpose of this study comprising nine chapters was to write as complete a history of the libraries of the University of Louisville, the oldest municipal university in America, as time and available material would permit. The university libraries have increased from a small medical library in 1837 to five highly specialized professional school libraries and one general library, serving not only university students and faculty but the citizens of Louisville as well. The problems confronting the University of Louisville libraries today receive due attention. Appendix C contains ten pages of titles of particular note in five of the collections.

SMITH, DOROTHY JEANNE, 1932-


As a result of the determination of Timothy Alden, Allegheny's first president, to make a success of his enterprise, the college developed a collection of books of unusual range and value. Chief among the early gifts were those of William Bentley, Isaiah Thomas, and James Winthrop, all scholarly men of New England. The story of the Allegheny College Library is in its most spectacular aspect the story of these collections. The study in eleven chapters covers the period from 1815 to 1837.

JOHNSON, ROBERT KELLOGG, 1918-


This study involved a detailed investigation of the operations and services of the libraries of selected higher military schools in the United States. The project was assigned to the chief of the Technical Services Division, Air University Library, by the director of the library for the purpose of gathering a body of useful information concerning such libraries for the use of the Air University Library and the Air University Command. This set of studies consists of 18 descriptive reports covering the activities of libraries serving 19 schools of the three major services, including the current three joint schools operated under the Joint Chiefs of Staff (the Air University Library serves both the Air Command and Staff College and the Air War College).

The material was gathered firsthand on trips by the writer to the institutions whose libraries were included. Inasmuch as the Air University Library requested and was given permission from the institutions to make the studies, rather than being asked to conduct them, the reports are not administrative surveys or critical evaluations, but consist largely of objective comment based upon the available manuscript and published information about the institutions and their libraries, questionnaires covering education and experience distributed to the professional library staff members, and observations by the writer concerning the operations and services of these libraries. A preliminary edition of each report was made up for revision and correction by the institution and library covered, so that in final form they were correct and acceptable to the institution. A retention copy of the revised report was made up for each institution upon receipt of the revisions. The reports are divided into two main parts. Part I of each report contains general information pertaining to the institution obtained from various sources such as publications, charts, and interviews. Material which may seem to be not directly related to the library system has been included because it has a bearing, however indirect or subtle, upon the responsibilities, operations and services (either actual or potential) of each library. Matters gone into in varying detail in Part I of the reports include origin, mission, and organization of each institution, and curriculum, faculty, and student body. Part II contains general information about the library system and specific data pertinent to its operations and services obtained from library, institutional, and other publications and sources, and from conferences with various staff members of the institution and library. Touched upon here, often in considerable detail, are origin and mission of the libraries, organization, personnel, equipment and supply problems, budget and other administrative matters, book, periodical, official publications, and security classified documents resources, acquisitions, cataloging and classification, indexing, circulating, reference and bibliographic activities, etc.

A few comments should be made concerning some of the institutions. The present Army Information School was reported on as the Armed Forces Information School before it became an Army School in 1954. The Army General Hospital
was disbanded in 1955. The report on the National War College has been restricted "For Official Use Only" at the request of the National War College Command, hence it is not published in this series.

While this project was undertaken primarily for the use of the Air University and the Air University Library, much interesting and helpful information has been recorded which should be of great value not only to the individual libraries and institutions covered but to the armed services, the Department of Defense, and military and civilian academic librarianship as well.

Following are the reports compromising this study, each appearing as a separate number in the ACRL Microcard Series:

62. The library system of the Armed Forces Information School as of February 1954. (64 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

63. The library system of the Armed Forces Staff College. (67, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1956. 3 cards. $.75.

64. The library system of the Army General School. (57 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

65. The library system of the Army War College. (75, 15 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 3 cards. $.75.

66. The library system of the Artillery School. (38, 13 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

67. The library system of the Command and General Staff College. (87, 16 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1956. 4 cards. $1.00.

68. The library system of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. (45, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

69. The library system of the Infantry School. (61, 16 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 3 cards. $.75.

70. The library system of the USAF Institute of Technology. (58, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

71. The library system of the U.S. Air Force School of Aviation Medicine. (41, 13 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1956. 2 cards. $.50.

72. The library system of the U.S. Military Academy. (78 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

73. The library system of the U.S. Naval Academy. (90 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 3 cards. $.75.

74. The library system of the U.S. Naval Intelligence School. (36, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

75. The library system of the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. (50, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 2 cards. $.50.

76. The library system of the U.S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine. (24, 11 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1956. 2 cards. $.50.

77. The library system of the U.S. Naval War College. (110 l. 29 cm.) Air University Library, 1955. 3 cards. $.75.

Nicholson, James M., Jr., 1923-


The nineteenth-century revolution in American classical education wrought by German educational ideas influenced a significant revision of the Wake Forest College curriculum between 1880 and 1900, and new instructional methods thus introduced produced noticeable changes in the management of the college library. In 1905 William Louis Poteat's inauguration as college president assured a more aggressive administrative support of the new classroom reforms but inadequate subsequent finances prevented a broad development of proposed objectives. Following the First World War a reaction against German influences and the ascendancy of English ideas stressing the need for a balance between general and specialist training culminated, so far as the library was concerned, in the work of the Carnegie Corporation Advisory Group, but continuing financial embarrassment prevented Wake Forest from securing a library grant. The depression of the 1930's and decreasing enrollment during the Second World War aggravated existing financial problems but the Z. Smith Reynolds offer of 1946 provided hope for a brighter future.

RESEARCH LIBRARIAN AND CATALOGER

For chemical and biochemical library comprising 9,000 volumes. Duties involve cataloging, maintaining research reports and notebook files. Must have library science degree and typing ability or natural science degree.

Address Director of Research
R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
What's available on microprint cards

microprint, n. A graphic image on an opaque base, printed in reduced size by photography or a photomechanical process and usually viewed with a suitable enlarging device. The term "Microcard" is applied to certain makes of microprint cards.

That's the title of a booklet we've just published. It attempts to consolidate the output of all microprint card publishers we know of who are willing to have us publicize their offerings. It includes a considerable amount of technical literature in the sciences, humanities, law, and finance. If you'd like a copy, just send us the coupon below.

There is no charge, only the hope that when it comes to the purchase of a reader, you give due consideration to the Kodagraph Microprint Reader. It is a handsome instrument, takes any card size up to 8½ x 15½ inches. The screen is tinted green and tilted 11° because that seems to make it most comfortable to use. The coupon can bring you more details.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
What happened between the Old and the New Testaments?

THE JEWS FROM CYRUS TO HEROD

by NORMAN H. SNAITH

A succinct history of the religious and political development of the Jewish people during the five centuries preceding the birth of Jesus. Concise, readable, and accurate information for every person who wants to better understand the Bible.

$2.50

ABINGDON PRESS
810 Broadway • Nashville 2, Tenn.
ANNOUNCING THE 1955/56 EDITION (Vol. 62)

This standard reference work will contain between 12,000/15,000 price records, starting at $5, from sales held July 1955 through June 1956.

An indispensable guide to the prices of WANTED Books, Autographs & Mss, Broadsides, and Maps, which is used by Library Acquisition Departments throughout the world.

Special pre-publication price  $12.50 net
(After January 15, 1957—$15 net)

RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW
All previous annual volumes are out-of-print
NEW REPRINTS

American Mathematical Monthly
(Slightly reduced format)
Volumes 1-20, 1894-1913. Cloth bound set $275.00
Paper bound set 245.00
Single volumes, paper bound
Volumes 1-9 15.00 each
Volumes 10-20 10.00 each

Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
Volume 4, 1950, paper bound $20.00
Volume 7, 1951, paper bound 20.00
Volume 8, 1952, paper bound 20.00

Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft: Berichte
Volumes 1-5, 1868-1872, paper bound $25.00 each
Volumes 6-8, 1873-1875, paper bound 35.00 each
Volumes 9-10, 1876-1877, paper bound 40.00 each
Paper bound set 300.00

Electronics
Volumes 1-10, 1930-1937. Cloth bound set $140.00
Paper bound set 130.00
Volumes 1-5, 1930-1933. Cloth bound set 60.00
Volumes 6-10, 1933-1937. Cloth bound set 80.00
Volumes 11-15, 1938-1942. In preparation
Volumes 16-25, 1943-1952
(Volumes 1-10 are also available separately, cloth or paper bound.
Prices upon request.)

Journal of Biological Chemistry
READY DECEMBER 1956
(Slightly reduced format)
Volumes 1-25, 1905-1916. Cloth bound set $425.00
Paper bound set 375.00
Single volumes, paper bound 15.00 each

Journal of Chemical Physics
(Slightly reduced format)
Volumes 2-5, 1934-1937 $24.00 each
Volume 6, Number 7, July 1938 4.00

Nucleonics
Volumes 1-9, 1947-1951. Cloth bound set $155.00
Single volumes, paper bound 15.00 each
Volume 10, 1952, paper bound 20.00
(Supplied partly in original)

Physiological Reviews
READY DECEMBER 1956
Volumes 19-29, 1939-1949
Single volumes, paper bound $15.00 each

Reviews of Modern Physics
Volumes 1-10, 1929-1938, paper bound $15.00 each

Complete list of reprints available upon request

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
111 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
Important Documents for Your Collections!

Join discriminating collectors around the world who have dealt with us since 1887. Our stock contains choice letters and manuscripts from the personal correspondences of statesmen, authors, musicians and royalty; from private papers dating back to Colonial, Revolutionary and Civil War days. Write today and tell us of specific items you need. Ask for your free sample copy of The Collector.

We are interested in purchasing large accumulations or duplicate items from your collections. Consult us for complete, accurate appraisals.

Dept. 28, 18 E. 77th St., New York 21, N. Y.

Russian and Soviet Publications

Specialist for over 30 years in old and new books; until recently a bibliographer in Slavic fields of a great university, just re-entered his old business and aims to extend expert, efficient, personal service to public, university, and other research libraries, supplying Russian materials wanted from large stock on hand and the continuous flow of direct importations. Catalog card information supplied with orders. Bibliographical advice given. Private libraries appraised.

Simeon J. Bolan
SLAVIA BOOK COMPANY, INC.
115 University Place
(4th floor)
New York 3, N.Y.

Expert Service on

Magazine Subscriptions

for All Libraries

Faxon’s Librarians Guide
free on request

For the very best subscription service at competitive prices—ask about our Till Forbidden plan.

F. W. Faxon Co., Inc.
83-91 Francis Street
Boston 15, Mass.
Continuous Library Service
Since 1886

Albert Daub & Co., Inc.
BookSELLERS
257 Fourth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.

Orders for foreign and domestic books filled speedily and accurately.

Out-of-prints searched for here and abroad.

Liberal library discount on American books.

We welcome your inquiries and requests for quotations.

Ours is a complete, personalized library service.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
"It is without question the best book on this phase of alcoholism yet to appear and is one of the best books on alcoholism in general which has been published in a decade."—Selden D. Bacon, director, Yale University Center on Alcohol Studies

UNDERSTANDING AND COUNSELING THE ALCOHOLIC

by Howard J. Clinebell, Jr.

A practical application of Christian faith and psychology to the problem of alcoholism.

$3.75

In Canada:
G. R. WELCH COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO

In Australasia:
THOMAS C. LOTHIAN
Melbourne, Australia

ABINGDON PRESS
810 Broadway
Nashville 2, Tennessee

SHOE STRING PRESS

Announces

THE GREAT FOLIO OF 1623:

Shakespeare’s Plays in the Printing House
by John W. Shroeder
126 pp. + 29 plates . . . $4.25

"... reveals important new information about the manifold irregularities of printing which in turn leads to a better understanding of the problems facing Jaggard and the syndicate who printed the Folio."

—Charles Tyler Prouty

Also Available

SHAKESPEARE: OF AN AGE AND FOR ALL TIME
The Yale Shakespeare Festival Lectures
147 pp. 1954 . . . $3.00

ORDER DIRECT

THE SHOE STRING PRESS
51 Caroline Street Hamden 17, Conn.

OTTO HARRASSOWITZ

Library Agent since 1872, supplies books and periodicals published in West and East Germany and adjacent countries. Orders and inquiries are invited on both new and out-of-print material.

OTTO HARRASSOWITZ
WIESRADEN
Farmington Plan Agent for Germany

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
Compact and smartly styled with six graduated depth shelves to give full display to 20-25 magazines of various sizes. Two of these racks placed back to back form a useful and attractive floor display in a minimum of space. Rack is 41½” high, 36¾” wide, 17” deep.

Sturdily constructed of select maple, in three beautiful finishes.

Fully flexible yet able to stand erect in the display rack without becoming brittle or cracking . . . ever!

That’s the performance you get from Gaylord’s improved plastic Magazine Protectors. Your periodicals get maximum display and maximum protection. Available in 17 sizes, with prices starting at $1.10 for Reader’s Digest size.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
On all orders, transportation charges paid. Write today for complete information.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.

REAL ACADEMIA ESPANOLA
DICIONARIO DE LA LENGUA ESPANOLA

18th edition. Madrid 1956

The long-awaited 18th edition is here! Minutely revised. Etymologies corrected in the light of recent studies. Breaking previous traditions, the Academy has included several thousand new technical words and terms from all branches of science. Incorporates all changes compiled since 1939. Includes up-to-date Latin-American terms.

9" x 12½" Spanish lea. $12.00

New

DIZIONARIO ENCICLOPEDICO ITALIANO

Published by the

ISTITUTO DELLA ENCICLOPEDIA ITALIANA

Dictionary, Encyclopedia, Atlas—all in one

DICTIONARY—The richest and most exact available today—a wealth of technical terms—pronunciation—etymologies.

ENCYCLOPEDIA—200,000 entries, clearly and succinctly presented.

ATLAS—62 up-to-date maps in color.

Each volume in 4°, c.850 pp., in 3 columns, with 80 or more plates and many illustrations, bound in cloth. To be completed in 1958. Volumes 1-4 published to date.


STECCHERT-HAFNER, Inc.
Founded in New York 1872

The World's Leading International Booksellers

31 EAST 10th STREET, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.